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At Midwest Special Services
(MSS), we believe that
possibilities exist for every
person, regardless of age,
ability or gender and that
each client brings special
talents, interests and goals
to their experiences at MSS.
In 2013, we served more
than 650 clients, ranging
in age from 18 to 90.
While the majority of our
clients have some type of
developmental disability,
we also support clients
living with mental illness,
significant medical and
physical disabilities,
traumatic brain injuries
and other challenges.

MSS serves the seven-county
Twin Cities metro area
through its facilities in St.
Paul, Eagan, Apple Valley,
Brooklyn Park, Shoreview
and our newest location
in Oakdale. You’ll also
encounter our clients and
staff members throughout
your community… as
volunteers, advocates for
people with disabilities, as
members of mobile work
crews and employees
working in competitive jobs.
MSS also reaches clients
outside of the Twin Cities
through eTrac, our online
employment readiness
curriculum.

MSS has served people
with disabilities for 65
years. During that time, our
organization has changed
and grown dramatically
from its beginnings as
United Cerebral Palsy
(UCP) of St. Paul. Our rich
history of respectfully and
creatively serving people
with disabilities provides
a strong foundation for the
next 65 years!

65
years

At MSS, we see possibilities
in every person who enters
our doors. We also see
unlimited possibilities to
help each client maximize
his or her individual talents
and interests by mastering
independent living skills,
exploring the arts, working at
meaningful jobs, developing
social skills, socializing with
peers and giving back to
the community. Our services
fall into five key areas:
Vocational Services, Autism,
Creative Arts, Day Training
and Habilitation (DTH) and
services specifically designed
to support older individuals
with disabilities.

Why we
do what
we do

Because it’s right.
And because the lives
of our clients — and our lives
— are richer for it. Because…

…

…a life is supported.
Sometimes, activities that most
people take for granted bring
priceless rewards. Take Emily’s
situation, for example. Emily
has been part of the MSS
client family in Eagan since
2012, working hard to develop
basic life and social skills and
learn strategies for reducing
challenging behaviors. MSS
staff members were floating on
air when one of Emily’s family
members described the best
Christmas gift the family had
ever received. For the first time,
Emily had sat with the rest of her
family through an entire dinner
— on Christmas no less! Family
dinners are why we do
what we do.

Our Day Training and Habilitation (DTH) programs are the backbone of Midwest
Special Services. In 2013, 626 individuals with intellectual and physical disabilities
accessed our DTH programs for ongoing support, training, planned activities, social
opportunities and physical care.
Our DTH services include employment assessments, training to use adaptive equipment
and assistive technology and opportunities to explore the creative arts, leisure and
recreational activities. Clients also receive training in independent living skills, such as selfcare, self-advocacy, communication and interpersonal skills. Opportunities to volunteer in
community events and community-based programs help to promote inclusion.
Our full spectrum of DTH services is available at all six locations, including our newest
facility in Oakdale. This new location opened its doors in August 2013, following a
competitive selection process initiated by Washington County to fill a void in services
in the area.
In 2013, we also expanded our Eagan facility to meet increasing demand in that area.
This expansion included a new performance space for our fast-growing theater arts
program, as well as additional space for DTH and our award-winning autism services.
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…the quality of a life is improved.
MSS is committed to serving the needs of all adults with disabilities,
whether they are fresh out of high school or in their golden years.
In 2013, more than 30 older individuals with developmental disabilities or
significant health issues took part in the MSS CARES program (Continuing
Achievement for Retirees and Seniors). CARES staff members are specially
trained to understand and respond to issues that commonly affect an
aging population, such as memory loss and other issues associated with
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia.
CARES clients can choose from a variety of planned activities or can opt
to simply relax and socialize with their peers. In 2013, CARES clients
flexed their creative muscles through unique arts and crafts activities,
musical events and other entertainment, and adaptive exercise programs
designed specifically for senior citizens. Volunteer activities, such as Feed
Meals on Wheels and Store to Door, and community outings also provided
opportunities to stay engaged and active.

…possibilities are created.
In 2013, more than 35 clients participated in our nationally-recognized
Autism Program. Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) affect each person
differently, requiring a highly individualized response.
Our goal is to create and implement a customized program for each client
that responds to each person’s unique challenges in a safe, supportive
environment. The MSS Autism Program focuses on helping adults with ASD
to develop and enhance daily living skills. Our specially-trained staff looks for
opportunities to maximize each client’s unique talents and interests to engage
in meaningful life experiences. Staff members also integrate opportunities to
work on challenges shared by many people with ASD, including social skill
development, anxiety management techniques and skills to better adapt to
unexpected changes in schedule, routine and location.
Because many people with ASD are particularly sensitive to their physical
environments, our autism program areas are “autism-friendly” and designed
to minimize sensory impacts from sound, lighting, textures, furnishings, etc.
While MSS locations in Apple Valley and Brooklyn Park specialize in autism
programming, autism services are available at all six MSS locations

Autism
Program

…a sense of self-worth is heightened.
Amanda loves working in the
community, earning money and
spending time with friends on an
MSS mobile crew. Since joining
MSS in 2012, Amanda has
blossomed, eagerly exploring
new interests and building skills.
Over time, Amanda was able
to increase her work schedule
until she was working five days
a week. Unfortunately, mental
health challenges threatened to
derail her progress and forced
Amanda to step back from her
work until the situation was under
control. Amanda’s patience
was rewarded and she’s now
back doing the work she loves.
Helping to overcome
roadblocks is why we do
what we do.

At MSS, we understand that meaningful work is more than a paycheck. It is also about
self-esteem, contributing to society, being accepted, independent and included. Work also
presents opportunities to socialize and collaborate with others. Unfortunately, people with
disabilities often encounter significant barriers that make it difficult to find meaningful
work. In fact, just 17 percent of adults with disabilities in the United States were
employed in 2013, compared with an employment rate of nearly 65 percent for people
without disabilities.
MSS is changing that statistic, one individual at a time. In 2013, 296 MSS clients
participated in vocational services at all six MSS locations. Our job placement and other
vocational services are designed to help clients find employment opportunities that reflect
their unique situations.
For many clients, competitive employment is the ultimate goal. In 2013, we helped 27
clients find and retain jobs in the community. More than 250 clients who preferred or
required a more structured employment option participated on one of MSS’ 24 mobile
work crews or worked on-site at the MSS fulfillment center.
The MSS vocational rehabilitation process starts with an individualized assessment of a client’s
work readiness. Our staff then helps clients who are interested and able to work to explore
their employment goals, interests, skills and preferences and learn about the job search process.
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eTrac

…a job is found.
eTrac continues to be a fun, engaging option for teaching
MSS clients about the job search process and introduces key
job retention skills. eTrac is an innovative online curriculum
created by MSS that addresses the unique employment
challenges that people with disabilities encounter. A video
of a young MSS client’s reaction to being offered a job,
viewed online by thousands of people, offers an emotional
testament to the effectiveness of the eTrac curriculum and
reinforces the importance of what we do.
eTrac is changing the employment prospects of individuals
with disabilities outside of MSS, as well. In 2013, more
than 100 students with disabilities in 4 high schools in the
Twin Cities area completed eTrac as part of their transition
programming. And, thanks to a generous 2013 grant from
the Otto Bremer Foundation, access to eTrac is being
expanded to 650 job seekers with significant disabilities who
live in outstate Minnesota.

…connections are important.
While the safety and happiness of our clients is our primary
focus, we recognize that caregivers are an important,
sometimes unrecognized, part of that equation.
While caregiving can be rewarding, it also can be
exhausting, isolating, confusing and overwhelming at times.
MSS created the Caregiver Connections program in 2013
to support caregivers and provide a forum for caregivers
to share their experiences and discuss issues and challenges
with others who “get it.”
An MSS staff member facilitates the support group, which
meets once a week at a different MSS location. A Caregiver
Connection blog also was created in 2013 to help connect
caregivers and make it easier to share their thoughts,
experiences and ideas.

Caregiver
Connections

Creative
Arts Progra
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… a voice is found.
2013 was an exciting year for the MSS Creative Arts program. More than 375 MSS clients
participated in visual, digital and theater arts activities offered at all six locations in 2013.
In July, MSS had the honor of hosting Chris Coyle, a nationally-recognized composer and
recipient of the McKnight Foundation Visiting Composers Fellowship, for eight weeks
at our Eagan and Brooklyn Park facilities. Chris spent his time working on “Outside
Sound,” an original mixed media composition inspired by artwork created by adults with
developmental disabilities and his personal experiences at MSS. Chris also conducted
workshops for MSS clients, photographed their artwork and recorded sound and video to be
incorporated into “Outside Sound.” In September, Chris performed several original pieces
inspired by his time at MSS. The event, held at our new performance space in Eagan, also
featured performances by several MSS clients and a visual arts exhibit.
The handiwork of dozens of MSS artists also provided the creative spark for the design of
the 2013 Medtronic Twin Cities Marathon poster. The poster features the number “26.2,”
depicted in bright, vibrant colors. The numbers, which represent the length of a marathon
route, are actually images of tiny segments of a beautiful 40-foot long piece of textile art
created by MSS clients. The images are blended together to form the striking graphic.

Kong takes great pride in doing
things well. He’s also very
reserved, preferring to work
on a jigsaw puzzle alone or
silently act out scenes from his
favorite show or video game.
In 2013, Kong participated
in “Upstream Arts” workshop
offered through the MSS Creative
Arts and quickly blossomed into
a talented thespian, artist and
writer. A simple improvisational
acting exercise gave him the
confidence he needed to begin
expressing his thoughts and
feelings through writing, painting,
drawing, music, and dance
and collaborating with others
Releasing the artist that
dwells in each person is
why we do what we do.

The Bee
Project

… and a world buzzes with life.
A declining bee population has farmers, policymakers, even the
President a-buzz! MSS is doing its part to address this serious problem
by initiating a unique adapted beekeeping program.
In 2013, with assistance from the University of Minnesota Bee
Squad, MSS staff and 60 clients at our Shoreview facility created a
small apiary, including building and hand painting 4 hives for over
40,000 honey bees. One of these hives, collaboratively painted by a
group of MSS clients, was featured in the University of Minnesota’s
2014 Bee Squad Calendar. The colony is flourishing under the careful
stewardship of MSS staff and clients and is expected to grow to over
240,000 by the end of 2014.
As beekeepers-in-training, MSS clients are learning important life
skills, such as patience and concentration, improving fine motor skills
and, perhaps most important, building self-esteem and confidence.
Not only has the MSS beekeeping effort made local headlines, it also
has made news as far away as Charleston, South Carolina.

Employee of the Year

Alison Mertens
The MSS 2013 E.O.Y.
has worn many hats
in her service to the
agency. Alison began
as a Designated
Coordinator in our
Employment Program
in 2005. Since then
she was promoted Program Supervisor and
now she is the Program Director at our
Oakdale Center.
Alison exemplifies the MSS way with her
servant leadership style, seemingly endless
energy and willingness role with the punches.
Alison was instrumental in the successful
opening of our Oakdale Program center
which has grown by leaps and bounds under
her direction.

Medtronic Twin Cities Marathon

Possibility Challenge

In 2013 MSS expanded a partnership with the
Medtronic Twin Cities Marathon by participating
in race weekend events as an official charity partner.
For more than a decade, MSS has provided the
Marathon organization with wheelchair accessible
vehicles to provide transportation to the visiting
wheelchair athletes. All together we sponsored
22 members of the MSS community who either
ran or walked the 5K, 10K and/or marathon
events. Way to go Possibilitarians!

Dear friends
and family

We see possibility.
These three simple words became our mantra in 2013. They capture the essence
of Midwest Special Services and help to keep us focused on our core mission —
finding meaningful ways to celebrate each client’s unique gifts.
This report outlines a few of the many accomplishments in 2013 that helped to
solidify our reputation for providing innovative, high quality programs and services,
including several first-of-their kind creative and community partnerships, a new
location, expanded performance space and other program enhancements. We also
introduced a new web site to make it easier learn more about us. It features an
energetic and exciting graphic design that better reflects the way we serve our clients.
However, the real story of our success in 2013 lies in the hundreds of personal
connections and small successes that we shared with our clients during the year.
These experiences, while often intangible and difficult to pinpoint, are the reason
we do what we do. If asked, most MSS staff members can quickly recall a specific
incident or connection that makes their job worthwhile and leaves a feeling of
satisfaction that is hard to put into words. It might be the sense of pride a team

experiences after learning that the skills they worked diligently to instill enabled
a client to be part of her family’s holiday dinner for the first time. Or, it might
be the joy a team member feels when a client who is unable to communicate in
words finds her voice through painting, sculpture or music. Or, it might be the
satisfaction of witnessing a young man’s glee when he’s offered a job that he’s
worked so hard to find or watching a client use newly-acquired confidence and
self-advocacy skills to make real choices about his life. And, sadly, it’s the heartfelt
grief that we share when a client passes away.
There are as many reasons for doing what we do as the people we come into contact
with every day and the unlimited opportunities we have to support them. Thank
you for your support. It allows us to make the most of the possibilities we see.

Lyth J. Hartz, President

Financial Highlights
Training fees, county, 83%

Revenue

Interest &
miscellaneous
income, >1%
Released from
restriction, 3%

Personnel, 51%

Other program
expenses, 13%

Expenses

Management &
general, 11%
Production contract
sales, 8%
RSB extended employment
& case service, 3%

Other revenue, 2%
United Way contributions, 1%

Operating expenses, 7%
Transportation, 14%
Participant wages, taxes
& benefits, 4%

Statement of Unrestricted Activities
Year ending December 31, 2013

Statement of Financial Position
Year ending December 31, 2013

Revenue		2013 Agency
Training fees, county
$9,102,542
Production contract sales		 921,614
RSB, extended employment & case service		 277,097
United Way contributions		 107,087
Other contributions & investment income		 156,843
Released from restriction		 327,524
Interest & miscellaneous income		
35,341
Total revenue
$10,928,048

Assets		2013

Expenses
Personnel
$5,486,738
Participant wages, taxes & benefits		 459,861
Transportation		1,477,677
Operating expenses		 808,993
Management & general		 1,171,489
Other program expenses		 1,440,999
Total expenses
$10,845,757
Net Operating

$

Cash & investments

$ 313,985

Accounts receivable & prepaid expenses		 1,132,210
Land, building & equipment, net of depreciation		 2,677,198
Intangible assets		

416,881

O’Neil Endowment Fund		 1,211,368
Total assets

$ 5,751,642

Liabilities and Net Assets		
Liabilities
Current liabilities

$ 824,196

Long-term liabilities		
Total liabilities

406,250

$ 1,230,446

Net Assets
Unrestricted:
Undesignated

$3,174,962

82,291

Board designated for O’Neil Endowment Fund		

–

Unrestricted – Non-Operating
Impairment of asset held for envestment
$ (125,000)
Other contributions (special event)		
5,032
Trust & endowment investment income (loss)
27,048
Net non-operating
$ (92,920)

Temporarily restricted		

580,053

Permanently restricted		

766,181

Total net assets

$ 4,521,196

Total liabilities and net assets

$ 5,751,642

2013 Donors
Midwest Special Services
would like to thank
everyone — clients, staff,
volunteers, donors and
business partners — who
contributed to our success
in 2013.
We sincerely apologize for
any errors or omissions in our
list of donors and funders.
Please call 651.793.4126
with any corrections.

5,000+

$500 – $999

Up to $249

Anonymous
Andersen Corporate
Foundation
Gerald D. Deeny Trust
Hubbard Broadcasting
Corporation Foundation
Otto Bremer Foundation
Premier Banks
Ted & Fran Yoch

Hanratty & Assoc., Inc.
Gretchen Haukos
Pat & Lucille Henry
Thomas Hinze
Jane Miller
Thomas Lyman

Anonymous (15 )
Gil & Karen Acevedo
Elizabeth Adams
Agribank, FCB
Lauren Agrimson
Jill Arrigoni
Ron & Terri Ausen
Joann Barbour
Betty Barrett
Pamela Barrows
June Ann Bennett
Rachel Benson
The Bernardini Family
Suzanne Bershady
Terry & Barb Branham
BethBredemus
Chris Bremer
Richard Bristol
Bob Burrell
Paul Butler

$1,000 – $4,999

Anonymous
James Clapper
Fairmount Avenue UMC
Hansen & Company
Harmon & Hartmon
Financial Group, LLC
Lyth & Mary Hartz
Innovative Office Solutions
Kay Johnson
Margaret Rivers Fund

$250 – $499

Anonymous (2)
Jeff Betchwars
Laurence Butler
Connie Comeau
Scott Thomas Forss
Roger Hoppel
Roger Lekvold
Gordon O’Neil
Richard Riemer
Lynn & Brad Schmidt
Steve & Barb Sindlinger

Krista Capatske
Mike & Michelle Caulfield
Terrance Cavegn
Eric Chaffee
Charles Cloud
Amanda Cotter
Christopher Coyle
William Crom
Rev. Clifford Crook
Faith Crook-Perrizo
Daniel Decker
Thomas Deeney
Gina Deveney
Gordon Dickerson
Claude Dobbins
Cheryl Donohoe
Sarah Eagan
Shannon Eberle
Diane Endorf
Mark Endorf

Maraia Ener
Sarah Feipel
Mary Catherine Fiske
Clarence Fitzsimmons
Kris Fitzsimmons
Laurie Fitzsimmons
Barbara Flanigan
Edward Fox
Erin Fox
Steve Freimuth
Tom & Cathy Gardner
Ranae Gates
Kristen Genet
Glen Giacoletto
Robert Golike
Gonzalez Familia
Kathy Goswitz
Stephani Green
Shawn Groen
D. Grohl

Caroline Groten
Mindy & Jason Gulbranson
Grandma Haas
Georgia Haft
Raymond Hanson
Connie Harmeyer
James Hartnett
Gary Hatfield
Taylor Hawkins
Mama Hen
Jack Hillstrom
Mark Holm
Sonja Honstad
Marlene & Roger Hoppel
Patricia & Steven Howard
Shu Mei Hwang
Robi Inserra
Tod Jaeger
Dwayne Johnson
Julie Johnson

Lois Johnson
Molly Johnson
John Jorgenson
Kelly Joyce
Dennis Keenan
Michael Klauda
Stephen Kodluboy
Charlie Kohler
Brian Kudrna
Shirley Larson
David Lawson
Scott Lawson
Margaret LeBien
Dave Libertini
Daniel Lippert
Joseph LoCascio
Lawrence Loomis
Candace & Carlos Lopez
Archie Lortis
Bernadine Lortis

Thank you

for making
the p

Suzanne Loscheider
Kristina Luchsinger
Betty Lucivansky
Holly MacEwen
Beverly Mahachek
Mandy Malloy
Joan Mancuso
Susan Mattucci
Mary Pat McManus
Jodi Meerovich
Robert Meyer
George Miller
Laurie Miller
Len Miller
Paul Miller
Margene Mistelske
Steven Mrozla
Mark Novitzki
Kathleen Nypan
Alice Oneal

Danielle Oss
Sally Oss
Harold Osterman
Darcy Otto
Kari Ozmun-Flom
Gene Pals
Burl Peratt
Dawn Petersen
Ginny & Dan Peulen
Melinda Peulen
Jonathon Rausch
Barbara Reiter
The Richards Family
Grandma Richards
William Rivers
Richard Ronnan
Jeni Route
David Rudolph
Chris & Sheri Runtsch
Steve Runtsch

The Russel Farm
John Rutherford
SAGA Advertising
& Marketing
Martin Sampson
Dan Schliemann
Cheryl Schlueter
Mallory Schmidt
Avron Seltzer
Srinivas Siddabathuni
Beatrice Sieber
Dorothy Spoors
Kay Stinson
Sharon Striker
Karen Strom
Chris Strong
Darlene Sunde
Alexis Swits
Gregory Swits
Joshua Swits

Dawn & Dan Tanner
V. Thompson
Melinda Tucker
Kelly Van Stone
Rose Waldon
Andrea Wallin
Oliver Wasow
Donna Weiss
John Wenstrom
Sarah Wickman
Tiffany Widdows
Charles Wilder
Steve Wilson
Peter Zenner
Susan Zsschokke

g
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Gifts to the O’Neil
Endowment Fund

Bernadette Bernardini
Becky Butler
Debra Claussen
Raymond Hanson
Jeanne Kruchowski
Andrea Kuennen
Beverley Mahachek
Margaret Ann Mancuso
Gordon O’Neil
Beatrice Sieber
Darlene Sunde

Gifts In Honor of

Board of Directors

Antonio Acevedo
Dave Capatske Family
Marie Cepress
Jane Christenson
Nancy Crook
Steve Flanigan
Amanda Thompson

Kelly Chase
Parent
Center Pointe Energy

Harry Hansen
Board Chair
3M, Retired

James Clapper
3M

Bobbi Hoppman
Dungarvin

Scott Forss
Federal Reserve Bank

Tom Lyman
Ecolab, Inc.

Steven W. Freimuth
Steven W. Freimuth
& Company, LLC

Dan Ryan
Attorney

Gifts In Kind

Jim & Bobbi Bade
Phil & Kelly Chase
Renee R. Chinn
Debra Claussen
Dean Hoffman
Minnesota State Fair
St. Paul Osman Shrine Circus
West 7th Street Boys Club

Todd Franks
Attorney, Retired
Nitesh Gupa
Ecolab, Inc.

Lynn Schmidt
Parent
Jenni Taylor
Student
Lyth J. Hartz
Midwest Special
Services, Inc.

possible.

Our Vision: through the advocacy and person center services provided by
MSS, our clients will be regarded as full, vital and contributing members of
society. Our Mission: the mission of MSS is to serve adults with disabilities
by supporting them in the achievement of their full potential and as vital and
contributing members of the community.

MAIN OFFICE
ST. PAUL
900 Ocean Street
St. Paul, MN 55106

BROOKLYN PARK
7600 Boone Avenue North
Suite 86
Brooklyn Park, MN 55428

Phone: 651-778-1000
Fax: 651-772-4352
TDD: 651-772-8592

Phone: 763-557-1231
Fax: 763-557-1458

APPLE VALLEY
14779 Energy Way
Apple Valley, MN 55124

EAGAN
3265 Northwood Circle
Suite 180
Eagan, MN 55121

Phone: 952-891-5345
Fax: 952-891-1922

Phone: 651-454-9010
Fax: 651-454-9011

SHOREVIEW
1045 Tomlyn Avenue
Shoreview, MN 55126
Phone: 651-483-3000
Fax: 651-483-5994
OAKDALE
3400 Grenada Ave. N.
Suite 190
Oakdale, MN 55128
Phone: 651-777-7220
Fax: 651-777-7233

Equal Opportunity Employer. MSS is a Private 501(c)3 Nonprofit Agency

